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for making iron wares. He drew Ms supply of labour partly
from the South of England and partly from abroad, and the
opposition which the presence of foreign workmen aroused
induced him in 1690 to transfer the works to Swalwell and
Winlaton. Here he built up an enterprise which employed
several hundred men, and when he died in 1713 he was worth
a fortune of £200,000 ; after his death the business was man-
aged on similar principles by his successor *. The rules and
orders of the Crowley establishment are embodied in ' The
Law Book' 2, the work of Ambrose Crowley and his son i The Law
John. They number over one hundred 3; and their minute
regulations for the conduct of the business and the behaviour
of the workmen enshrine a whole social and industrial code.
The organization of the firm was composite in character 4,
being based partly on the factory system and partly on the
domestic system ; and the workmen, therefore, fall into two
categories accordingly as they were employed in Crowley's
own workshops or served in the capacity of * out-workmen \
The factory workers dwelt in what was known as the * Square*
—the use of the term recalls a prominent feature of Owen's
social system, the ' Parallelogram *5 The Square was under
the control of a warden, whose duty it was to ring the bell in
the morning at five " for beginning to work, at eight o'clock
for breakfast, at half an hour after for work again, at twelve
o'clock for dinner, at one to work, and at eight at night to
ring for leaving work " 6. The gate of the Square was to be
shut and locked before dark, and the warden was instructed
to notice the visits of strangers and to ' learn upon what
occasion'. The residents in the Square were required nonn-
1 Victoria County History, Durham, iL 281-287; Young, " Works
Organization in the Seventeenth Century ", in Transactions of the New-
comen Society, iv. 73 seq. Some of his men came from Liege. The new
site was also more advantageous, and this was probably another reason for
the removal from Sunderland.
1 In the British Museum (Additional MS. 34555).
 *	In the Index to The Law Book {* A Table of Laws and Orders, etc.%
f. 5 a) there is a reference to an Order No. 117, but in the Book itself the
last Order is No. 113 (f. 158 a).   In the subject index at the end of the
Book the last Order mentioned is No. 114, * Doctor and Chirugeon'
(which is also the subject of No. 113).
 *	All operations were carried on from the making of bar iron to the
manufacture of finished products.
« The Life of Robert Owen. By Himself (ed. 1857-1858), voL i. A. A
Supplementary Appendix, 284.
*	The Law Book, No. 40, § 8.

